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Our
field evolves
the community…

• Second
leveldo we nurture catalysis science now and in the future…
…how
• Third level …especially in light of its broad interdisciplinary
nature and recent growth?
• Fourth level
• Fifth level

• Setting standards for quality and integrity of science
• Seeking new resources (tools, materials, and concepts) → New understanding and applications
• Connecting molecular insight to catalysis to solutions for real problems
• Supporting young investigators, the future of the discipline
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3. Accuracy and rigor in catalysis research and development
4. Effective scientific discourse
5. Importance and role of peer review process
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Aim for On-Going Renaissance

Late 1990’s
– 2000’s…
• Second
level

• Increased public awareness of the relevance of
catalysis (energy & environment)

Fourth levelin the field
• Eroded base of• researchers
• Fifth
level
• Reliance on non-experts
to understand
merits of work

• Availability of increasingly powerful tools and
approaches to understand fundamentals and
provide solutions to grand challenge problems

• Long term •decrease
in funding, interest
Third level

More recently…
• Growing number of journals & incentives for
journals and authors
• Competing demands on time of PIs
• Influx of researchers new to the field
• New skills, new materials, and different
perspectives
• Do not emphasize core fundamentals in catalysis

• A vibrant and interactive community of
experimentalists, theorists, fundamental and
applied researchers at all career levels.
What do we need to do as a community to ensure that
we protect the quality and integrity of our discipline?
Catalysis
Science
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how do we measure success/impact?

• Second level

• Opportunity Identification – Decide what makes a difference
• Third level
• Purpose: fundamental
discovery or practical advancements?
• Fourth level

• Fifth assumptions;
level
• SWOT analysis; question
tackle grand challenges…

“Efficiency is doing things right;
Effectiveness is doing the right things.”
-Peter Drucker

• Strategies – Find ways to balance speed and focus
• Advantages and pitfalls of hypothesis-driven research
• Articulate ideas and plans for tests; avoid bias
• …Or answer specific questions, solve important problems
• Model-driven experimentation; feedback between experiments and theory; new methods

• Development – Move catalyst technology into the mainstream
• Concurrent process design; staged gate control
• University-Industry partnerships (mutual benefit; long-lived; personal relationships)

• Commercialization – Guarantee technologies deliver
• Experience, sustainability, scalability

………
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Catalysis is very complex, and research susceptible to misdirection if A&R is neglected

• Second level
• Third level

Impactful research requires A&R during discovery and design…
Conception
•
•
•

Theory
Simulation
Data mining

• Fourth level
•Synthesis
Fifth level
•
•
•
•
•

Atomically precise
Property-based
Stabilized
Repeatable
Well-documented

Characterization
•
•
•

Correct tools for
catalysts and kinetics
In situ, Operando
Appropriately
interpreted

Evaluation
•
•
•
•

Thorough, Insightful
Proven techniques
Control experiments
Creative interaction of
expt and theory

Stability
•
•
•

Relevant TOS
Post-reaction
analysis
Re-activation

… few studies can be world-class in all aspects, but should strive for integrity in all aspects

Embrace complexity and practice accuracy and rigor
• Collaborate – engage others with complementary expertise
• Emulate – find best practitioners and copy their methods; benchmark proven catalysts
• Educate yourself – consult reference materials; discuss with peers, participate in review
• Respect catalysis complexity – scope projects appropriately, ensure resources appropriate for goals
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Solving
increasingly
difficult challenges requires constructive communication
• Second level

Third level
• Need for •common
language within and among ‘catalysis’ disciplines
• Fourth level
• Fifth
level discussions
• Fostering objective,
data-based
•
•
•
•

Availability of primary data sets and data validation
Sharing negative results
Using verifiable hypotheses and model discrimination
Structure of discussion forum (time, productivity, accountability)

• Useful for identifying critical needs to conduct research
•
•
•
•

Is science communication community driven?
Are (sub)communities able & willing to discuss across boundaries?
Do sponsors encourage transdisciplinary efforts?
Focus on core results and debate interpretations
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Peer Review
Critical component of maintaining quality of our science
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• Publications implicitly endorsed by community; need rigor, objectivity, and specific standards

• Second level

• Increasingly difficult to find qualified and available reviewers

Third level
• Pool of• reviewers
not growing with number of journals; requires significant time investment
• Fourth level
• Fifth level

How do we sustain an equitable review process that supports standards of our community?
• Recruiting and training new reviewers (e.g., students)
• Procedural improvements to reduce burden
• Implementing check-lists of requirements
• Required responses to objective questions for authors & reviewers

• Foundational changes to peer-review process
•
•
•
•

Openly identify reviewers, editors, share reviews
Double-blind reviews
Reviewer service as an obligation for publishing
Crowdsourcing reviews
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• This
is an
exciting
time
for the field of catalysis
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• We• are
learninglevel
to control and measure the structure and atomic composition of catalytic sites
Second

• Integration of theory and experiment can assess atomic level interpretation of experiments, guide
• Third level
experimental evaluation of hypotheses, and has the promise of predicting catalytic activity
• Fourth level
• There are clear opportunities for the integration of fundamental and applied catalysis to solve some of
• Fifth level
society’s most pressing
problems

• This excitement also presents some challenges to maintaining standards,
balancing work loads, and harvesting the opportunities that new ideas from
other disciplines create

• Many approaches for meeting these challenges and assuring best practices have been advanced today
• Most importantly, we have begun a dialog that reminds us all of our individual responsibilities for the
ongoing vitality of our field

